Relationship of the type of bcr-abl hybrid mRNA to clinical course and transforming activity in Philadelphia-positive chronic myelogenous leukemia.
We studied the type of bcr-abl mRNA for 34 patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia and analyzed for correlations among the mRNA type, the clinical outcome and the transforming activity using the tumorigenicity assay. There was no difference in the distribution of the mRNA-types (b2-a2 and b3-a2) between clinical phases. We found no correlation between the two types of bcr-abl mRNA and the chronic phase duration or survival. The DNA from 12 of 20 chronic phase patients and all five blastic phase patients showed transforming activity. Although there was no difference in the positive rate of transforming activity among the two mRNA-type groups, the blastic phase patients showed a tendency to have higher transforming activity.